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The omnipresent tilt-to-length coupling in two-beam laser interferometers, frequently a
nuisance in precision measurements, vanishes for the singular case of two beams with identical
parameters and complete detection of both beams without clipping. This effect has been
observed numerically and is explained in this manuscript by the cancellation of two very
different effects of equal magnitude and opposite sign.

I.

INTRODUCTION

One recurring noise source in precision inter-

II.

GEOMETRICAL COUPLING

We consider a simplified interferometer re-

ferometric length measurements is the parasitic duced to its essential components.

Only the

coupling of misalignments (tilt) into the length reference beam, the (tilted) measurement beam,
readout, which arises due to straightforward geo- and the photodiode are considered (Fig. 1). The
sgeometric

metrical pathlength changes of the beam axis. In
this manuscript we show that in the special case
of two identical fundamental Gaussian beams, a

dpivot

large detector without any clipping and a pivot
placed directly on the beam axis another effect

Figure 1. The reference beam is centered on the de-

of the same magnitude and the opposite sign oc- tector the measurement beam is tilted by the angle α
curs which to first order cancels the geometrical around the pivot. The geometric pathlength change
pathlength change in the interferometric mea- ∆s is the additional distance the measurement beam
surement.
This manuscript does not investigate the effect of a lateral offset between pivot and beam
axis, but only the effect of a lever arm between
pivot and photodetector.

has to propagate until it reaches the detector.

photodiode detects the interference pattern between the measurement and reference beams,
and from its photo-current it is possible to determine the phase difference between the two
beams by a variety of different readout schemes,
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both homodyne and heterodyne [1]. That phase

2
difference can be translated to the longitudinal if the plane wave propagates in z direction,
pathlength sensing signal (sLPS ) that describes where k = 2π/λ is the wave number, ω the frethe difference in the travelled pathlength be- quency, A the amplitude and Φ the initial phase.
tween the two beams [1]. The result is indepen- This expression is used for the reference beam
dent of the interferometer type (homodyne or Eref (x, y, z) = Eplane (x, y, z) and a rotated verheterodyne). Any tilt of the measurement beam sion is used for the tilted measurement beam.
causes a tilt-to-length coupling.

We denote the coordinate system of Eref by ~rref ,

Intuitively, one expects a coupling between the location of the pivot by ~ppivot , the rotationthe measurement beam angle and the path- matrix for a rotation around the y-axis is m̂rot ,
length change: The beam tilt results in a longer and the resulting coordinate system of the secdistance that the measurement beam has to ond electric field Emeas is called ~rmeas :
travel from the pivot to the photodiode. Using
straightforward geometry, this geometric pathlength change ∆sgeo can be computed analytically:
∆sgeo =




1
α2
− 1 dpivot ≈
dpivot +O(α4 ) .
cos(α)
2
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Here, α is the beam angle and dpivot the distance between pivot and photodiode (as shown
in Fig. 1). One would expect that this geometric
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(4)

pathlength change always appears in the mea- A more detailed explanation of this transformasured sLPS . This manuscript shows that this is tion can be found in [2]. The tilted electric field
indeed true for plane waves, but not for Gaussian is now defined similar to Eref , but with new coordinates:

beams.

Emeas (x, y, z) = Eplane (~rmeas (x, y, z)) .
III.

PLANE WAVES

In this section, the relation between the geometrical pathlength change and the sLPS is discussed for the case of two plane waves. The electric field for an infinite plane wave is given by:

(5)

Since the z position of the photodiode plane is
arbitrary, it can be set to zero. The pathlength
difference between the two beams is encoded in
the intensity of the superposition between the
two beams and thus also in the power as measured by a photodiode. By computing the inte-

Eplane (x, y, z) = A exp (−iωt − ikz + iΦ) , (2) gral of the intensity over the entire sensitive area,
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it is possible to extract the pathlength difference effort. Since the sLPS does not change in time
by analysing the power fluctuation on the photo- and we are only interested in the variation of
diode [1]. The same information is also covered the phase difference between the two beams, we
in the complex phase of the integral over the can set t = 0 and the initial total phase Φ = 0.
overlap term:
Z
arg

pd

An integration of the overlap term over a square
∗
Emeas Eref
dr 2



= ksLPS .

(6)

detector at position z = 0 (side length 2rpd )
P ,
gives the overlap integral for plane waves Oovi

We prefer to extract the phase from the complex which corresponds to the complex amplitude
overlap term (Eq. (6)) instead of from the power in [1]:
variation as this reduces the computational

P
Oovi
=Aref Ameas

4rpd {cos [kdpivot (−1 + cos α)] − i sin(−kdpivot + kdpivot cos α)} sin(kdpivot sin α)
.
k sin α
(7)

The complex phase of this integral describes the completely detected without any clipping). The
phase difference between the two plane waves. amplitude of the electric field is irrelevant for the
This phase difference can be translated to the pathlength signal and is therefore set to unity.
sLPS using the wave number k:
sLPS =

The Gouy phase is also ignored, since its offset

P )
arg(Oovi
α2
is negligible in the case of equal beams. The
≈
dpivot + O(α4 ) ≈ ∆sgeo .
k
2
electric field can then be written as [3, 4]:
(8)

Thus, two plane waves on a detector show


x2 + y 2
− ik(z − z0 ) ,
EGauss (x, y, z) = exp −iωt − ik
approximately the geometrical coupling ∆sgeo ,
2q
(9)
confirming the intuitive results from Eq. (1).
with the complex q parameter q = (z − z0 ) + izr ,
IV.

GAUSSIAN BEAMS



where zr is the Rayleigh range and z0 denotes
the position of the waist. The term −ik(z − z0 )

In laser interferometers, fundamental Gaus- can be set to −ikz since the z0 dependent phase
sian beams are a more appropriate description shift will not change. The expression in Eq. (9)
than plane waves. We start with the special case is used for the reference beam Eref (x, y, z), and
of two identical fundamental Gaussian beams a rotated version is used for the tilted meaand an infinite detector (i.e. both beams are surement beam. The coordinate system of the
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tilted beam is computed analogously to Eq. (4). z due to the coordinate transformation over the
The real part of the q parameter changes only detector surface are very small and cause a negby propagation in beam direction.

For the ligible changing (therefore the error produced

reference beam the propagation corresponds by a z-independent q parameter becomes also
to an increase in z.

For the measurement very small and is neglected). Furthermore an

beam, the change in direction of propagation infinite detector is assumed, which practically
corresponds to an increase in z but also a change means any single element photodiode (SEPD)
of x (Eq. (4)). This x dependence makes the 2D that is larger than three times the beam size.
integration in the detector plane much harder. The integral of the overlap term over an infinite
Therefore the real part of the q parameter z − z0 detector at position z = 0 yields:
is set to the constant value −z0 . The changes in

G
Oovi

with:

"

2ikξ sin (α/2)2
= p
exp
−z0 − 3izr + (z0 − izr ) cos(2α)
k zr [−iz0 + 3zr + (zr + iz0 ) cos 2α]
2π z02 + zr2



#

(10)



ξ = (z0 + dpivot )2 + 2idpivot zr + zr2 + (z0 + dpivot )2 − 2idpivot zr + zr2 cos α .
This leads to the resulting pathlength change:
sLPS =

pico meter scale and thus below the sensitivity

G )
of most interferometers.
arg(Oovi
α2 z0
≈
+ O(α4 ) ≈ 0 . (11)
k
4zr k
All results in this manuscript were confirmed

This result matches the expressions in [2] for the by numerical simulations computed with Ifospecial case of equal beams. For two plane waves CAD [1, 5]. Exemplary results for the actual
the resulting coupling (Eq. (8)) has the same setup are shown in Fig. 2. For a wavelength of
form (proportional to α2 ) with a prop. factor 1064 nm, waist radii of 1 mm, 30 mm photodigiven by dpivot /2, which usually is a macroscopic ode diameter and the pivot and waists located
quantity of magnitude between centimeters and 100 mm in front of the photodiode.
meters. For two Gaussian beams, this factor becomes z0 /(4zr k) which is of the same order of
magnitude as the wavelength i.e. nanometers
to micrometers for visible or infrared light. For

In the remaining part of the manuscript, we

typical parameters and beam angles ≈ 1 mrad, will show that the reason for the vanishing couthe resulting length change is significantly below pling for two Gaussian beams is an additional
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Figure 2. Numerically/Analytically computed sLPS
(second order approximation) for Gaussian beams.
The differences are due to numerical errors.

Figure 3. The reference beam is centered on the
SEPD, the measurement beam has an offset and is
tilted around its center. This offset results in a differ-

coupling effect which is caused by an angle de- ent weighting of the phase differences, the negative
pending offset. A beam tilt generates, besides
the geometric change of the pathlength, two

phase part has a higher weighting and the resulting
coupling shows a negative phase.

other effects. The first one is a relative angle between the two beams on the photodiode and the

the effect of the static offset remains.

other is an offset between them (doffset in Fig. 1).
Since infinite plane waves have no uniquely de-

For the analytical computation, we assume

fined center, any shift orthogonal to their direc- that the initial transversal offset changes the
tion of propagation maps the wave upon itself stationary reference beam Eref (x + doffset , y, z)
and causes therefore no effect. This is different instead of the measurement beam (since it is
for Gaussian beams: Due to the Gaussian inten- unimportant which beam is moved and the
sity profile, there is a uniquely defined center. transformation of the measurement beam would
To investigate the effect of the generated offset be more complicated with an additional offset).
in the case of Gaussian beams, the initial setup The distance between pivot and SEPD is set to
(Fig. 1) is changed to create a situation with zero (dpivot = 0) and the measurement beam
an angle-invariant offset and no lever arm. We Emeas is rotated around zero (see Eq. (4)). The
place the pivot directly on the detector. Fur- expressions for the beams are the same as in
GO for
thermore, the measurement beam is placed with Eq. (9). The resulting overlap integral Oovi

a transversal offset and tilted around its center Gaussian beams with initial offset becomes:
on the SEPD (Fig. 3). According to Eq. (1) there
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exp
GO
Oovi
=



k {−id2offset cos α2 +(zr −iz0 ) sin α[2doffset +(z0 −izr ) sin α]}
−
−z0 −3izr +(z0 −izr ) cos(2α)

k

p

zr [−iz0 + 3zr + (iz0 + zr ) cos(2α)]

1500

This leads to the pathlength change:
−αdoffset
+ O(α2 ) .
2

2π z02 + zr2



.

(12)

pos(wref) - pos(wmeas) = 1/100 zR
pos(wref) - pos(wmeas) = 1/200 zR
pos(wref) - pos(wmeas) = -1/200 zR
pos(wref) - pos(wmeas) = -1/100 zR

1000

(13)

This coupling is a result of a static offset. To

sLPS [pm]

sLPS ≈
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0

compute the effect of the dynamic (angle de-500

pending) offset in the initial case (as shown in
Fig. 1), the offset itself (doffset ) has to be replaced
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by its geometric expression:
Figure 4. Numerically and analytically [2] computed

doffset = tan(α)dpivot ≈ αdpivot .

(14) s
LPS for two Gaussian beams on an SEPD with dif-

By combining Eq. (13) and (14) the coupling
caused by the offset in the initial setup becomes:

ferences in the waist position. The numeric values
are marked with symbols, while the analytical expressions are lines. (Simulated setup is described in
Sec. V.)

sLPS ≈

−α2
−αdoffset
=
dpivot .
2
2

(15)
V.

DISCUSSION

Therefore, the negligible tilt to sLPS coupling
of Eq. (11), is the result of two effects: The

For unequal beam parameters [2, Eq. (34)]

first one is an obvious geometric effect (Eq. (8)), shows that additional coupling terms appear,
which is the geometrical distance change be- which disturb the balance between both effects
tween the pivot (beam origin) and the photo- and lead to significant residual coupling.

As

diode. The second one is a result of the offset an example, Fig. 4 shows numerical simulations
between the two beams which is also caused by and analytical expressions of the coupling for the
the beam tilt. Both effects generate the same same situation as in Sec. IV but with slightly difamount of coupling, but with a different sign. In ferent waist positions for the measurement and
the special case of two identical Gaussian beams reference beam. Similarly, incomplete detection,
on an infinite single element diode, the resulting non-fundamental Gaussian beams and misaligncoupling between beam tilt and measured path- ment cause non-negligible tilt to length coupling,
length becomes negligible.

as we have observed in numerical simulations
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and more complex analytic computations.
Therefore,

the effect described in this

tection (infinite integration limits) the Gaussian
beams can not be approximated by plane waves.
VI.

manuscript only appears under very specific circumstances. However, it can be used in various

CONCLUSIONS

It was shown that the computed coupling be-

situations for example to stabilize an interferom- tween two plane waves matches exactly the exeter and investigate additional coupling effects. pected geometric pathlength difference. In conA manuscript on experiments that make use of trast, the coupling between beam tilt and lonthis effect to measure the tilt to length coupling gitudinal pathlength signal in an interferometer
caused by a quadrant photodiode is in prepara- with two identical Gaussian beams and a large
tion.
SEPD vanishes. It was shown, that the reaAnother well known way to explain this effect son for this disappearance is an additional coufor very small tilt angles is to express the tilt as pling effect that is caused by lever arm between
an excitation of the Hermite-Gaussian (HG) 01 pivot and photodiode. Building an interferommode as explained in [6]. Due to the orthogo- eter with two identical Gaussian beams and a
nality of the HG modes this excitation will not large SEPD is a possible way to cancel out the
change the pathlength readout when the entire tilt to pathlength coupling, for example in a hointerference pattern is detected. However, this modyne interferometer with one light source.
is only an approximation that is valid for very
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